TBR015AP | Targus Revolution Compact Roller

The Targus Revolution Roller is designed to fit up to 15.6”
widescreen laptops and any tablets. Patented SafePORT®
Air Cushion System provides industry-leading protection
against drop-damage. For ultimate laptop protection, the
Flip-Fit™ feature allows the 15.6" laptop compartment to be
adjusted to snugly fit smaller laptops. The main
compartment space provides anyone who wants the
flexibility to carry more. The front zipped compartment
provides an intelligent accessory storage such as your
business cards, USB flash drives, SD cards, pens, or
more. The see-through windows at front panel show
mobile phone activity. Comes with a removable accessory
pouch, it maximize flexibility for your power adaptors and
other accessories storage. For easy transport, the three-tier
telescoping handle makes it possible to adjust the height
of the trolley while the smooth rolling wheels provide
optimal navigation. The roller also includes a separate
ergonomic top handle and side water bottle pocket
compartment for added convenience. Overall, the
Revolution Compact Roller is a functional transit case
designed for professionals on the go. Constructed of nylon
material with intelligent design features, this case utilizes
top of the line materials to integrate a sophisticated style
with the functionality of a day to day executive case.

Protection – Designed to protect up to 15.6” widescreen laptops; the patented SafePort® air protection
system provides industry-leading production against drop-damage
Quality & Durability – Constructed of durable Nylon material
Comfort & Ergonomics – Retractable telescoping handle; smooth-rolling quiet in-line skate wheels
Functional Design – Flip-Fit™ feature allows the 15.6" laptop compartment to be adjusted to snugly fit smaller
laptops; Intelligent storage design for overnight trips or extra office supplies; See-through window shows
mobile phone activity

Product Name

Targus Revolution

Other

Compact Roller

43.82 x 24.13 x 39.37
cm 17.25” x 9.5” x
15.50”

Model Number

TBR015AP

Other

37.46 x 3.88 x 26.03
cm 14.75” x 1.53” x

10.25”
Street Cost

HK$0

Other

3.36 kg 7.40 lbs

Color

Black

Warranty

Limited Lifetime
Warranty

Material

Nylon

Features, specifications and price are subject to change without notification.

